Abstract-Face recognition system is a widely-used intelligent application nowadays. Existing recognition system evaluation methods primarily focus on recognition rate, i.e., the correct result. However, current research seldom focuses on the quality evaluation of face recognition systems. They seldom consider accuracy or the quality of recognition. To address this issue, this paper proposes several quality factors for evaluation. In addition, corresponding metrics for diverse quality factors are illustrated. Moreover, the paper presents an experimental study on a realistic non-trial face age recognition system using the proposed quality evaluation method. The study result shows the proposed method is feasible and effectiveness in quality evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition is one of the commonly-used intelligent systems in people's daily life. During the past ten years, face recognition technology has been widely focused and studied. Thus, face recognition systems are fast developing, from the feature points extraction or face matching in early years to face authentication, face age recognition and prediction and face dynamic tracing in recent times. Face recognition usually consists of the following steps: face image collecting, image preprocessing, image feature extraction, image processing (such as matching, recognition, and etc.). Facial age recognition has been concentrated and becomes a hot research issue recently in face recognition, which mainly realizes the judgment and prediction of age of a face picture. Some well-known age recognition systems have been used widely such as Microsoft's latest application--HOW-OLD and Alibaba cloud face age recognition API. When a user uploads photos, HOW-OLD will be able to recognize the gender and age of the given image. It works through learning and training of massive data in cloud, using detecting and identifying to tell the age of the image. HOW-OLD is mainly done by face detection, gender classification and age detection. Face detection is the basis of the other two technologies, and age detection and gender detection conduct the classification problem in the process of machine learning. This relates to the facial features of the portrait, the collection of learning data, the establishment of a classification model and model optimization. HOW-OLD analyzes the 27 points on people's faces to draw conclusions. These points are key nodes of the face, such as the pupil and the corner of the eye. Many researchers proposed optimize algorithm of facial age recognition. However, there are few quality evaluations for facial age recognition. The commonly-used metrics is recognition rate, which only tells the number of successful recognition. Age recognition system is a complex application that allows and tolerates errors (error is deviation from actual and expected value in software engineering). For example, assuming the real age of a face picture is 20 years old, if the recognition result is between 18 and 22, we may say that the system has a good recognition, rather than it must be recognized as 20-years-old exactly. Thus, how to measure the quality of face age recognition is an important issue for those kinds of systems.
Based on our recent research and survey, this paper proposes a set of reference quality factors for quality evaluation of face age recognition system. In addition, an experimental study is performed to discover the quality defects and problems of face age recognition. The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows. Section II is the related work. Section III presents the proposed quality factors and their measurements for facial age recognition systems. Section IV shows our experimental study and comparison with existing approach. Conclusions and future work are summarized in the end.
II. RELATED WORK
There are increasing quality problems resulting in erroneous testing costs in enterprises and businesses. According to IDC [1] , the Big Data technology market will "grow at a 27% compound annual growth rate (CAGR) to $32.4 billion through 2017". In our previous work, the issue of quality assurance and validation for big data and applications was preliminary discussed [2, 3] .
In the field of facial age recognition, most of the researchers focus on recognition algorithms. Du proposed a facial age estimation method based on sparsity constrained non-negative matrix factorization [4] . Yu proposed an age recognition method based on fusion error correcting output coding [5] , which is a kind of SVM multi class classifier and integrates the error correcting output coding. Zhu proposed a 3D facial age recognition algorithm based on multi classifier fusion [6] . There are more proposed different age estimation DOI reference number: 10.18293/SEKE2017-176 methods, such as [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Facial age recognition becomes a hot research domain in pattern recognition, so there is little evaluation method of facial age recognition. When evaluating the effect of the algorithms, researchers usually use the average absolute error to evaluate its quality [4, 7, 8, 9, 10] , or the group recognition rate [5, 6, 8, 11] . The average absolute error is the average value of the absolute difference between real age and recognition age. The group recognition rate means the ratio of the occurrence when real age and recognition age are in the same age group.
Age recognition system not only need consider recognition rate or pass rate, but also the error between real age and recognition age. In the field of Agricultural, water conservancy, weather and economy, some error factors are used to evaluate the error, such as average absolute error, relative error [12] [13] [14] [15] . But these quality factors haven't been used systematically and adaptively to evaluate an age recognition system. In Physics and Mathematics, there are also some error theory and error factors [16] [17] .
III. QUALITY FACTORS OF AGE RECOGNITION
Based on our investigation and analysis, we find that the average absolute error has some limitations in quality evaluation. For instance, when we recognize an image with 10-years-old in real as 20 years old, and recognize an image which is 70-years-old in real as 80 years old, the average absolute error is both 10 years old, but actually, recognize 10 as 20, the error rate is up to 100%, while recognizing 70 as 80, error rate is only 15%. Thus only using the average absolute error to evaluate the quality of facial age recognition is not reasonable. The group recognition rate used to evaluate age recognition is also not fully available, since the age recognition is a fault-tolerance application. When we define groups, there exists unavoidable boundary. For example, we define two group intervals as (10, 20] and (20, 30] . Both groups are not available in left boundary while available in right boundary. When the real age falls on the boundary just right, such as 20, if the system recognizes it as 19, then the result belongs to interval (10, 20] . However, when the system recognizes it as 21, it belongs to the interval (20, 30] . Thereby evaluation system may think there is an error. As we know, both 19 and 21 is an acceptable recognition result of real age 20.
Thus, only using average absolute error or the recognition rate cannot measure the quality of the age recognition system effectively. It is easy to ignore the hidden quality problems and is not conducive to the improvement of the system. The error between the facial age recognition results and actual real results, determines the accuracy of face recognition. Combing the error theory in theoretical physics and mathematics with the study of features of age recognition system, we propose several quality evaluation factors for age recognition systems shown in figure1.
The quality factors are mainly composed of two parts: recognition rate and accuracy rate. They are illustrated as follows. Figure 1 Quality factors for age recognition system
Recognition rate
The recognition rate refers to the ratio of recognition age to the actual age. The recognition rate is a reflection of the capability of age recognition such as the recognition ratio in different age groups with fault tolerance. Overall, the recognition rate reflects the correctness of an age identification system. Here we propose five quality calculating indexes for recognition rate. They are listed as: (1) the face recognition rate; (2) the group recognition hit rate; (3) Recognition absolute accuracy rate; (4) the recognition rate based on absolute error; and (5) the recognition rate based on relative error. The detailed calculation metrics for the five calculating indexes are explained as follows.
(1) Face recognition rate. Recognition rate is affected by a number of external factors, such as the angle of face, the size of face, and multi-faces in one image. There are more reasons that may cause the failure of face recognition in practical use. Here we adopt formula 1 NP R N  to measure face recognition rate, where NP refers to the passed recognition cases (regardless of recognition accuracy), i.e., the system recognize a face and give its corresponding age, and N refers to the total cases that have faces without image quality problems.
(2) Group recognition hit rate. It refers to the ratio of the recognition cases that in the correct age group. For instance, we divide age range into several groups, with interval such as 10-20, 20-25, and etc. To avoid the boundary problem as discussed before, we assume if the real age is just at the boundary, both the left and right age group are considered to be correct for the recognition age. A good age recognition system should be able to make the recognition rate as high as possible. We use formula 2 NH R N  to measure group recognition hit rate, where NH refers to the cases that hit the correct age group, and N refers to the total cases that pass the recognition system.
(3) Recognition absolute accuracy rate. It describes the ratio of the cases that the recognition age equals to the true age. In this metric, we use the formula 3 NC R N  , where NC means the cases that the recognition age is equal to the DOI reference number: 10.18293/SEKE2017-176 actual age and N refers to the total cases that pass the recognition system.
(4) The recognition rate based on absolute error. It refers to that the error is divided with a fixed real number. The recognition rate based on absolute error represents the ratio of the cases that the error between real age and recognition age is smaller than the fixed real number as threshold. When the fixed real number threshold is zero, the value is the same as the index (3) , where age1 means the real age, age2 is the recognition age, e represents the fixed real number threshold, and N refers to the total cases that pass the recognition system.
(5) The recognition rate based on relative error. This index shows that the error is divided based on the percentage of actual age. Since recognition rate based on absolute error cannot avoid the effect of the age size, we need to define new metrics for recognition rate. For instance, when we recognize an image with 70 years-old in true as 80 years-old, and recognize an image which is 20 years-old in true as 30 years-old, though the absolute error is both 10, it is obvious that recognizing 20 as 30 is more intolerable than recognizing 70 as 80, since the error for those two cases is 50% and 15% respectively. The recognition rate based on relative error is the ratio of the cases that the error between real age and recognition age is smaller than the percentage of actual age as threshold.
The formula is given as
, where age1 means the real age, age2 means the recognition age, e means the percentage, and N refers to the total cases that pass the recognition system.
Accuracy
Accuracy is a measurement of recognition error between recognition age and real age. If the 19-years-old is recognized as 20, from the recognition group rate, this age recognition is successful, because the error is small, but this does not mean there is no error. A good age recognition system should ensure a high recognition rate and a high accuracy with low error. The accuracy is divided into three indicators: average absolute error, average relative error, and age recognition variance. The explanations and their metrics are shown as follows.
-Average absolute error. It refers to the average absolute value of the error between real age and recognition age. The lower the value is, the closer the actual age and the age of recognition is, and the better the recognition quality is. The formula is given as
where age1 means the real age, age2 means the recognition age, and N refers to the total cases that pass the recognition system. -Average relative error. As explained in the quality factor #3 in recognition rate before, here we use average relative error to avoid the side-effect of age size. The formula is given as 
IV. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In Section III, we discuss the quality factor and the calculation methods for quality evaluation of the age recognition system. In this section, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed quality factors and calculations by a realistic experimental study.
A. Study Object
The study object selects "Face Recognition TechnologyAlibaba Cloud Computing Services Facial Age Recognition API" provided by Alibaba in china as the research object. The base64 encoding of images is submitted to APIs, and the system returns with recognition result. The experiment data sets are selected from the wiki_crop.tar in the open face dataset IMDB-WIKI. There are total 52444 face data, and 10K images are selected randomly as experimental data sets.
B. Study Result Analysis
The study result of age-cases distribution is shown in figure  2 , where the X axis represents age and the Y axis is the number of cases. The minimum age is 7 years old while the oldest is 98 years old, with 1 years old as the age interval. The actual age cases are marked in blue while recognition age cases are marked in orange.
Figure 2 Age-Cases distribution
It can be seen from the figure that the actual age is primarily distributed in the age interval 22-37, and the recognition age is mainly distributed in the 30-40 age group, thus the peak of the age group is offset. Take the group of age 30-40 as an example, the number of age recognized as 30-40 is higher than the actual number. There are three possible reasons: (1) the system recognizes those under 30 years-old to 30-40; (2) the system recognizes those higher than 40 years-old to 30-40; and (3) it is also possible that the some of those belongs to 30-40 are recognized out of this range, but a number of people whose age is less than 30 or older than 40 are recognized as 30-40 age group, resulting the higher number.
The result of actual age-recognition age distribution is shown in Figure 3 . The X-axis denotes the real age and the Y-axis denotes the average recognition age. The minimum age is 7 years old while the oldest was 98 years old with 1 year old as the age interval. The actual age cases are marked in blue while the recognition age cases are marked in orange. As shown in the Figure, the deviation is found as follows: Those between 0-30 years old are often recognized older than their actual age. Those between 70-90 years old in actual are often recognized younger. Age between 30-70 years old in actual are nearly the same as the recognition age. Overall, the error for cases in 0-30 and 70-90 groups is high while the error for cases in 30-70 groups is much lower.
Figure 3 Actual age-Recognition age distribution
Now we analyze the result based on the proposed quality factors. The results of each quality factor that belongs to recognition rate are illustrated as follow.
(1) Face recognition rate. Among these 10000 image cases, 6081 cases are recognized as face images with given recognition age, and 3919 are recognized neither as face images nor be given recognition age. Through artificial identification, we find that the failed 3919 cases are divided into three categories: (a) image quality problems exist, as there is no face in the image, accounted for 33%; (b) though there do have faces in the image, the recognition face is too small, or face is profile, accounting for 54%, among which, profile faces account for 12% and small faces account for 42%; and (c) there exist images with front face are clear enough, accounting for 13%. In addition, among the passed 6081 cases, 5861 cases are recognized as single face while 220 cases are recognized as multi faces. Through our identification, we found that in the 220 multi-face images, there only 16% of the total images indeed have multi faces, and the other 84% only have single face while the system recognized it as multi-face. In summary, the number of cases that have faces without image quality problems is 6590, among which the face recognition rate is 88.92%. The study results show that the age recognition system cannot fully recognize. The possible reasons are as follows.
-The defect of age estimate algorithm; -The amount of train data set that the age recognition provider use is not enough; -The train data set that the age recognition provider use does not have universality or representativeness; -The quality of the provided train data set has problems; (2) Group recognition hit rate. Here we use the 6590 cases which passed the system. The result is shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4 group recognition hit rate
From the figure we discover that the lowest recognition rate falls in the 10-20 age group and 80-100 age group while the higher recognition rate is in 30-70 group.
(3) Recognition absolute accuracy rate. As shown in Figure  5 , the group with the lowest recognition accuracy is group 10-30 and group 80-100 while the higher recognition rate group is 30-70. Cases with absolute error higher than 20 years account for 5%, and the others both account for 25%. In different age groups, absolute errors show differences. For instance, in the group of age 0-10, the errors are no more than 2 years; in the group of 30-60, the errors are usually between 0-5; and in the age group of 70-100, errors are usually much higher than other age groups.
(5) Recognition rate based on relative error. The result is shown in Figure 7 . From the figure we can see that, cases which have relative error lower than 20% account for 45%. Cases which have relative error higher than 40% account for 20%. Others account for 10% or less. In different age groups, relative errors have differences. For example, in the group of 10-20, the errors are usually above 40%; in the group of 30-60, the errors are usually as low as 5%-15%. In the group of 70-80, though the absolute error is large, the relative error is small. The results of each quality factor of recognition accuracy are listed as follows.
(1) Average absolute error. The result is shown in Figure  8 . We can see that the total average absolute error is about 9 years. Among these, the minimum average absolute error is at the section of 30-40 years, at about 6. The maximum average absolute error is in the group of 90-100. Therefore, the system works well on middle-aged person and works bad in the young and aged faces. (2) Average relative error. As shown in Figure 9 , the total average relative error is about 25%. Among these, the average relative error in age group 40-60 is around 15% and the average relative error in group 10-20 is up to 75%. Study Conclusions Through the experimental study, we discover several defects of the chosen face age recognition system. They are listed as follows (1) In some cases, the system cannot recognize some of the face images, let alone identify their age.
(2) The system recognizes some single people images as multi people images in some cases.
(3) If the face is too small, or face is profile, the recognition may fail sometimes.
(4) Regarding the recognition rate of absolute error, the ratio of those have errors less than 5 years (excluding completely correct identification) account for about 50%, thus the system has a good recognition ability.
(5) For recognition rate of relative error, the ratio of those have error larger than 40% account for too much and these usually occurs in the age group of 10-20 and 80-100. The system works poor in the young and the aged groups.
(6) In terms of absolute error, 30-50 years have the best performance, while the average absolute error of the aged is higher than 20%.
(7) According to the relative error, 30-50 year group shows the best performance, while the worst performance exists in the 10-20 age group.
D. Comparison with Other Evaluation Methods
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Compared with average absolute error, such as the proposed methods in [4, 7, 8, 9, 10] , to some extent, average absolute error can reflect whether the age recognition system shows good or bad. However, in the 10-20 age group of our experiment, the absolute error is not the highest. Nevertheless, in some cases, the average absolute error is more than 10 years. Compared with the actual age, the error is high up to more than 50% or even 100%. Therefore, the average absolute error is not enough to reflect the problem in this case.
Compared with the average relative error work-It can reflect the age recognition system is good or bad in some cases. In our study, the average relative error is not the highest in the 80-100 age group, and the average relative error of 10-20 and 20-30 groups are higher. However, there exist cases that the system recognizes a 90-year-old people to 70 or even younger. Only using this metric might lead to ignoring of the problems that the system works badly on the aged group.
Only using the recognition group hit rate, such as the methods in [5, 6, 8, 11] , the recognition group hit rate to a certain extent reflects the performance of the age recognition system, However, it can only reflect the hit number, not the recognition quality and recognition accuracy. In addition, only using age group hit may ignore the error problems of those in the middle of an age group.
E. Study Limitations
There still existing some limitations of our study. They are listed below.
-The magnitude of experiment data is 10K. It can be expanded to millions or more in future work; -The network or the net speed may affect the response time of the system; -More quality factors and quality indicators can be proposed to evaluate the error between real age and estimate age; -We do not take the quality of the picture into account. The noise or bad quality of the picture may affect the experiment result.
V. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presents a practical study on a realistic recognition system based on the proposed quality evaluation method. The study results show that compared with the single metric such as recognition rate or absolute error, the proposed method performs better in finding quality issues existed in the age recognition system. In the future work, the quality factors in this paper can be extended to evaluate other intelligent systems such as prediction applications and recommendation applications.
